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LM-03Maternity bed FREYA - with mechanical leg rest segment extension 11 715

LM-03Maternity bed FREYA - with electric leg rest segment extension 13 349

WL-99.53Foot controller  for LM-03.0
 

325

WK-17.0Drip bottle holder /4 hooks/ ( 1 pce) 121

WK-12.0Drip bottle holder made of stainless steel /2 hooks, 2 baskets/ (1 pce) 138

UR-07.2Lifting pole, varnished (1 pce ) 105
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WL-41.7Holder for squatting position  (1 pce) + WS-17.7 (2pcs)       594

OVO 2Baby Crib
Elements of baby cribs made of:
- frame of aluminium profile, white powder-varnished
- decorative elements powder-varnished
- base of ABS plastic, fitted with 75 mm casters, two with blocking
mechanism
- tub made of plastic, Anty-Trendeleburg position: + 12°, 
- height adjustement by gas spring: 925-1225 mm

Outer dimensions of baby crib: 760 x 480 x 925-1225 mm [L x S x H]
Internal dimensions of the tub: 660 x 410 x 220 mm [L x S x H]

1 221

OVO 2Baby Crib 
Elements of baby crib made of:
 - frame made of tubular steel/aluminium, powder-varnished, 
 - steel base with ABS cover, fitted with 75 mm casters, two with
blocking mechanism, 
 - tub made of plastic
 - height adjustment by gas spring: 925-1225 mm
- Anty-Trendelenburg position by gas spring
- basket shelf powder-varnished 
Outer dimensions of baby crib: 760x 480 x 925-1225 mm [L x S x H]
Internal dimensions of the tub:  660x 410 x 220 mm [L x S x H]

1 694
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